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Abstract
We report high-resolution x-ray Raman scattering studies of high-order multipole spectra of rare
earth 4d → 4f excitations (the N4,5 absorption edge) in nanoparticles of the phosphates LaPO4,
CePO4, PrPO4, and NdPO4. We also present corresponding data for La 5p → 5d excitations (the O 2,3
edge) in LaPO4. The results are compared with those from calculations by atomic multiplet theory and
for the dipole contribution to the La 4d → 4f transition from a calculation using time-dependent
density functional theory (TDLDA). Agreement with the atomic multiplet calculations for the highorder multiplet spectra is remarkable in the case of the N4,5 spectra. In contrast, we ﬁnd that the
shallow O 2,3 semicore excitations in LaPO4 manifest a relatively broad band and an apparent
quenching of 5p spin-orbit splitting. The more sophisticated TDLDA, which has earlier been found to
explain dipolar spectra well in Ba compounds, is less satisfactory here in the case of La.

1. Introduction
Electronic properties of materials are of fundamental interest, as it is well known that understanding electronic
properties gives the possibility to tailor the physical, chemical, and biological properties of matter. In wideband-gap insulators, such as lanthanide phosphate nanoparticles, size-related changes lead to changes in the
electronic and geometric structures, i.e., the oxidation state, the crystal phase, or unit cell distortions.
Electronic structures can be studied by various spectroscopic means. The so-called static electron correlation
in atomic spectra is the inherent aspect of the many-body problem that couples the motion of the electrons in
many-electron atoms and causes the breakdown of the independent electron picture. Interesting phenomena
are still being found in atomic spectra, and for example recently it was reported [1] that electron correlation in
lanthanide systems coupled to the different radiative and non-radiative decay channels causes a deformation of
the inner-shell spectral proﬁles from a pure Lorentzian in x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements.
A peculiar aspect found in rare earth atomic spectra is the giant dipole resonance (GDR) [2] that prevails in the
XAS spectra of, e.g., 4d → 4f excitations. The GDR spectra have also been studied in detail in compounds other
than ones with rare earths since it has been suggested that the GDR shape modulations are sensitive to the local
environment of the absorbing atom, yielding novel access to structural information [3, 4]. In rare earths at energies
below the GDR, the XAS spectrum typically manifests weak spin-forbidden excitations that gain non-negligible
spectral weight due to spin-orbit interaction and the interaction with the GDR. XAS at lanthanide N4,5 edges is
usually studied with secondary-particle yield techniques due to the very low photon energies involved (∼100 eV),
which renders transmission-XAS experiments difﬁcult. Recently it has been shown [1] that La N4,5 pre-resonances
exhibit different XAS spectra in total-electron-yield (TEY) than total-ﬂuorescence-yield (TFY) measurements. The
TEY spectra shift to lower energies and in addition show a very asymmetric line proﬁle compared with the
symmetric line shape of the TFY spectra. Atomic multiplet calculations have explained this discrepancy by the
© 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
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quantum entangled intermediate states and the interference effects between the different decay channels. In
addition, the ﬁnal states reached in radiative decay are strongly mixed by the 5p-hole spin-orbit interaction, which
modiﬁes the scattering amplitudes of the radiative channels and gives rise to symmetric proﬁles.
Non-resonant x-ray Raman scattering (XRS) spectroscopy helps to overcome certain challenges related to
XAS in the range of low-energy excitations, since it offers true bulk sensitivity and access to liquids [5, 6] and
samples contained in complex sample environments such as high-pressure cells [7, 8]. XRS is an energy-loss
spectroscopy that provides element-speciﬁc information similar to XAS but that uses high-energy x-rays
(≳8 keV). In the inelastic scattering process, part of the photon energy is transferred to the electron system and
the photon with decreased energy escapes the system and is detected by the experimenter. In the limit of small
transferred momentum, the spectra have been shown to be equivalent to those obtained in XAS [9, 10]. One of
the differences between the two techniques in practice is that the direction of the momentum transfer vector of
XRS takes the role of the polarization vector of XAS, and spectra at high momentum transfers can manifest
nondipolar transitions. The information can be used to obtain novel data regarding the electronic structure,
hybridization, and ligand ﬁeld effects of various compounds.
A particular example of recent use of XRS is certain excitations observed in the same energy range as the XAS
pre-resonances of lanthanides. They correspond to nondipolar (high-order multipole) excitations that have
been also observed in electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [11]. More recently, their existence was also
reported in XRS [12, 13]. Gordon et al [14] studied them in detail and noted that their contribution became
dominant in the XRS spectra of LaPO4 and CePO4 at large exchanged momenta. Since then, high-order
multipole spectra of various compounds, including rare earths and actinides [15–18], have been studied. Van
der Laan [19, 20] has given a thorough discussion of the corresponding IXS spectra including sum rules.
This article is arranged as follows. After this introduction, methods are presented in section 2, results
discussed in section 3, and conclusions presented in section 4. Throughout this article we use atomic units, i.e.,
 = m = 1, except for energies which are given in electron volts (eV).

2. Experimental and computational methods
Inelastic x-ray scattering is a highly useful tool for studying the electronic structure of materials [10]. In the nonresonant process, the measured quantity is the double differential scattering cross section, which can be written
in terms of the dynamic structure factor S (q , ω),

⎛ dσ ⎞
d 2σ
⎟ S (q , ω).
=⎜
dΩdω ⎝ dΩ ⎠Th
Here q and ω are the momentum and energy, respectively, transferred to the electron system and (dσ/dΩ)Th is
the Thomson scattering cross section. The dynamic structure factor S (q , ω) is

S (q , ω) =

∑

F e i q ·r I

2

(

)

δ ΩF − ΩI − ω ,

F

where ∣ I 〉 and ∣ F 〉 are the initial and ﬁnal many-electron states, respectively, and Ω I and Ω F are their
corresponding energies. When the ﬁnal state ∣ F 〉 involves a hole in a deeply bound core state, the IXS technique is
denoted XRS spectroscopy [10]. One of the interesting aspects of XRS compared with many traditional
techniques is that the transition operator is an exponential. Expanding this operator using spherical harmonics,
it can be seen how in addition to dipolar transitions, higher-order transitions can be observed [21]. XRS spectra
manifest dipole transitions at low values of transferred momentum q and thus are similar to those of XAS or
EELS. However, at increasing q, higher-order multipoles k > 1 begin contributing to the spectra, and one can
observe non-dipole transitions. A canonical example is the s-type exciton at the ﬂuorine K edge in LiF, [22] the
observation of which requires a technique that can probe s → s type transitions. In the absence of excitonic and
multiplet effects, the density of unoccupied electron states above the Fermi level is measured. Then the qdependence of the XRS spectra gives access to the symmetry-projected empty density of states [23].
It has been shown that the q-dependence in XRS is particularly interesting in the lanthanides [14]. In most
solid compounds involving La, its oxidation state is La3+, with a 4d104f 0 ground state. The term symbol is 1S0. A
well-known feature of the 4d → 4f excitation at the dipole limit is the GDR, [4] which corresponds to a
transition 1S0 → 1P1. Higher-order multipolar transitions can be observed by EELS and XRS, as thoroughly
discussed by Van der Laan [24]. In the LS coupling scheme, transitions are possible for multipoles k that satisfy
∣ L − L′∣ < k < ∣ L + L′∣, where L and L′ are the angular quantum numbers of the initial and ﬁnal state
conﬁguration, respectively. Together with the requirement that in parity conserving (changing) transitions only
even (odd) multipoles are possible, [24] this means that in a 4d → 4f transition only multipoles of k = 1, 3, and
5 (dipole, octupole, and triakontadipole, respectively) contribute.
2
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The 1P1 state interacts strongly with continuum states, and this mixing gives rise to an asymmetric Fano line
shape with a width of 4–5 eV. This seems to be a general feature of transitions with the same principal quantum
number in the electron initial and ﬁnal state (i.e., nl → nl′). This has been explained by Sen Gupta et al [25] to be
due to the large electrostatic interaction between the initial and ﬁnal state wave functions that lifts the dipole
term to relatively high energies, where it can interact with the continuum. Unlike the GDR, the high-order
multipole transitions are lifted generally much less in energy owing to their higher multipolarity and hence
smaller Coulomb integral with the s-symmetry ground state. They appear well deﬁned in the spectra, as has been
shown by Gordon et al [14], and are resolution limited. High energy resolution in their study is desirable, since
the spectra are sensitive to the oxidation state of the ion and hybridization. Thus we targeted our study to see how
improved energy resolution can help obtain new information from XRS measurements in a rare earth
compound.
The measurements were conducted at the beamline ID16 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF)6 [36]. The samples we used were powders of LaPO4, CePO4, PrPO4, and NdPO4 nanoparticles with
spherelike morphology and 5-nm diameter. The nanoparticles were synthesized by colloidal chemistry, and
their surface was passivated by amine chains. The crystallinity, morphology, and size of the particles were
investigated using x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy and have been previously reported
[26]. In this work, we report x-ray Raman spectra of the 4d → 4f transitions in LaPO4, CePO4, PrPO4, and
NdPO4 (early rare earths with less than half-ﬁlled 4f shells) nanoparticles as well as a spectrum of the 5d → 5p
transition in LaPO4.
The beam from three consecutive undulators was monochromated using a combination of a Si(111) doublecrystal and a Si(333) channel-cut monochromator. The spectra were measured using a nine-element
spectrometer designed for high-resolution non-resonant IXS studies [27]. The spectrometer was equipped with
seven diced analyzer crystals, and two elastically spherically bent analyzer crystals, all operating in the Johann
geometry and employing the Si(nnn) reﬂection. The Rowland circle diameter, and thus the curvature radii of the
analyzers, equaled to 1 m. We used the Si(555) analyzer reﬂection for LaPO4 and CePO4 samples. The total
energy resolution when using the diced analyzer crystals was 180 meV as determined from the quasielastic
line width, determined mainly by the incident beam bandwidth. To avoid the strongly excited Lβ
ﬂuorescence of Pr and Nd being reﬂected by the lower-order harmonic Si(333) of the analyzer, PrPO4 and
NdPO4 were measured using 13.8 keV using the Si(777) analyzer crystal reﬂection. This results in a lower
absorption cross section and hence a lower ﬂuorescence background. The energy resolution in that case
was 280 meV using the diced analyzer crystals. For the diced analyzers, we employed the dispersion
compensation algorithm [28, 29]. The total energy resolution when observing data given by the elastically
bent analyzer crystals was 1 eV, determined by the bent crystal reﬂectivity curve [30]. Each analyzer crystal
focused the collected radiation onto an individual spot on a Medipix2 hybrid pixel detector [31]. The
incident photon energy ω1 was scanned to obtain the energy-transfer range of 0–125 eV, where the
5d → 5p and 4d → 4f transitions of rare earth ions can be observed [14].
Concerning the values of momentum transfer used in this work, one has to take note of the relatively large
size of the analyzer array of the spectrometer [27]. For a given value of mean scattering angle 2θ of the
spectrometer ensemble, the two elastically bent crystals were situated at the scattering angles 2θ − 13° ± 2.3°
and 2θ − 6.5° ± 2.3°. The uncertainties are due to the ﬁnite size of each analyzer crystal, yielding a ﬁnite
momentum transfer resolution. The seven diced analyzer crystals were located so that one analyzer had an angle
of 2θ − 6.5°; two of them, 2θ ; the next two, 2θ + 6.5°; and ﬁnally the last two, 2θ + 13°. Each had the same
angular opening, ± 2.3°. For this reason, the 1-eV resolution data recorded using the elastically bent crystals
shown later in this article, are taken at slightly lower momentum transfer values than the high-resolution data
taken with the diced analyzers.
The measurements were done at two values of 2θ , namely, 45° and 134°. For the low-momentum
transfer setting that was used in the case of La 4d → 4f , this yields the individual momentum transfer
values 2.7, 3.3, 3.9, 4.4, and 4.9 Å−1, with uncertainties of ±0.2 Å−1, for each value. For the highmomentum transfer setting for La and Ce, the corresponding values are 8.8, 9.0, 9.3, 9.5, and 9.7 Å−1, with
uncertainties of ±0.1 Å−1. Similarly, for the high-momentum transfer setting for Pr and Nd, owing to the
higher analyzer energy, the momentum transfers were 12.3, 12.6, 13.0, 13.3, and 13.5 Å−1 ( ±0.1 Å−1). For
La and Ce, we will thus refer to the mean momentum transfer values of 3.0 Å−1 and 8.9 Å−1 for the lowresolution data and 4.2 Å−1 and 9.4 Å−1 for the high-resolution data unless otherwise speciﬁed. For Pr and
Nd, we discuss only the high-energy-resolution measurement done using the high-momentum transfer
setting, and then the mean value comes to q = 13 Å−1.
6

The inelastic x-ray scattering beamline ID16 was closed in 2012, replaced by a new beamline ID20 that has been recently constructed as a
part of the ESRF Upgrade Program Phase I.
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The experimental results for the nondipolar transitions are compared with results from atomic multiplet
code by Cowan [32] in intermediate coupling, assuming rare earth ions in spherical symmetry. The calculations
were done in the Hartree–Fock approximation with relativistic corrections. The Slater–Condon parameters
were scaled to 80% of their atomic values to account for correlation and screening (represented by a scaling
parameter g = 0.8). For the calculation of the the N4,5 multipole spectra the Hartree–Fock value for the spin–
orbit interaction was used. As will be seen, the La3+ O2,3 spectra were found to be in better agreement with the
experiment when the 5p spin–orbit interaction was adjusted to 70% of its atomic value (represented by a scaling
parameter z = 0.7). Multiplet calculations were done for each individual analyzer q value, and the obtained
spectra were averaged over the analyzer array to simulate the experimental solid angle spread function as
precisely as possible.
The GDR features are known to exhibit much larger bandwidth than the multipolar spectra and are not
adequately explained by the atomic multiplet approach. The dipolar spectrum for La was modeled using the real
space multiple scattering (RSMS) approach, using the FEFF code [33] within the time-dependent local density
approximation (TDLDA) to account for collective phenomena. This method has worked well for barite (BaSO4)
[13] and for complex Ba/Si compounds [4].

3. Results
3.1. La 4d → 4f
The La N4,5 edge (4d → 4f ) XRS spectra were measured for the two momentum transfer regimes as described in
the preceding section. Figure 1 shows the results for the smaller q value. The lower momentum transfer makes it
possible to probe simultaneously the dipole and octupole transitions, i.e., the 1P1 peak and the 3F3, 1F3, and weak
3
D3 peaks (ﬁgure 1 upper panel). It should be noted that these are different transitions from the pre-resonances
seen in XAS, due to different selection rules. In the dipole limit weak pre-resonances of 3P1 and 3D1 are known to
be measurable by XAS. They would be nominally forbidden spin-ﬂip transitions but gain spectral weight owing
to the spin-orbit coupling that mixes the states. The same phenomenon is seen in the high-order multipole XRS
spectra. In principle the 3P1 and 3D1 excitations would appear in the low-q XRS spectrum as well but are too
weak to be observed within the statistics. Moreover, they are partially masked by the high-order multipole
excitations, which are relatively strong in the XRS spectra, even at the lowest q shown here.
It can be seen that the 1P1 peak is greatly broadened in experiment, as is known for the GDR. To model this
phenomenologically, a Fano line shape is typically used [24]. For the GDR in Ba, the TDLDA approach within
the FEFF code has been successfully used [4, 13]. Encouraged by the results for Ba, we also performed a TDLDA
calculation for La 4d → 4f transition, with the results shown in ﬁgure 1. The details of the calculations are the
same as used in the Ba case. However, in this case TDLDA greatly overestimates the line width. Although the
GDR breadth is on the order of 20–30 eV, in La it is less than 10 eV. However, TDLDA predicts a result that is
comparable to that for Ba (a band that has an ∼20-eV width). This discrepancy is intriguing and deserves further
investigation.
Concerning the line shape of the high-order multipole excitations, the 3F3 peak appears symmetric with our
experimental resolution of 180 meV. This is demonstrated in the zoom-up in the lower panel of ﬁgure 1. This is
in contrast with the 3D1 peak measured by TEY, which exhibits an asymmetric shape [1]. The asymmetry of the
3
D1 excitation spectral shape for TEY in [1] is due to the intereference of the discrete 3D1 ﬁnal state and the
continuum (i.e., the tail of the 1P1 excitation). This interference is strong because of the same value, J = 1, for the
two excited states and due to the similar oscillator strengths of 1P1 and 3D1 at the pre-resonance energy. In the
case of our XRS spectra, the different J values and the predominant oscillator strength of the multipolar 3F3
excitation lead to negligible interference and hence symmetric non-dipole peaks. The line width of the multipole
peaks is ∼300 meV, measured with 180-meV resolution. The spectra are thus not resolution limited. Thus, the
intrinsic width is on the order of 240 meV if we assume Gaussian lineshapes.
Figure 2 shows the experiment and theory focused on the high-order multipole region measured with an
energy resolution of 180 meV for the two momentum transfers. The triakontadipole (k = 5) transitions with the
ﬁnal states with 3H5, 3G5 and 1H5 term symbols are barely visible in the low-q spectrum but become strong when
the momentum transfer, q, is increased. The agreement between experiment and the multiplet theory is
remarkable. As discussed hereafter, the momentum transfer dependence of the spectra depends on the radial
wave functions, which in the calculation were taken to be the atomic Hartree–Fock functions. In a real solidstate system they can be slightly different from the free-ion case, which may give rise to a discrepancy between
experiment and theory concerning the relative weight of k = 3 and k = 5 transitions. This is manifested in this
case in ﬁgure 2, which shows that an effective momentum transfer increase of ∼10% in both cases would ﬁt the
experimental result better. This is clearly seen in the high-q case (experiment at 9.4 Å−1) owing to the high
4
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Figure 1. Upper panel: LaPO4 4d → 4f spectra, measured with 1-eV energy resolution. The giant dipole resonance dominates the
experimental spectrum, with weak multipolar features (pre-resonances) at lower energies. The experimental result is compared with a
TDLDA computation. Lower panel: the 3F3 peak seen closer with 180-meV resolution, to observe its inherent line shape, compared
with the dipolar 3D1 peak measured with TEY and TFY XAS (taken from [1]).

Figure 2. La 4d → 4f pre-resonance region of LaPO4 measured with180-meV resolution. Also shown are atomic multiplet theory
results for the experimental momentum transfer and for a higher momentum transfer that ﬁts the experimental result better.

5
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Figure 3. Different multipolar components of the spectra seen in ﬁgure 2. The spectra have been normalized to the maximum of each
multipole spectrum.

Figure 4. Upper panel: the expectation values of spherical Bessel functions of rank k = 1–3 for the La 4d → 4f (left) and 5p → 5d
(right) transitions. The dashed vertical lines denote the values of momentum transfer at which the measurements were performed.
Lower panel: radial probability density of the 4d and 4f (left) as well as the 5p and 5d (right) wave functions.

statistical accuracy of the measured spectra. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of the spectra into the components
k = 1, 3, and 5.
Figure 4 shows the q dependence of different multipolar excitations for the La 4d → 4f and 5p → 5d
transitions, assuming atomic Hartree–Fock wave functions. The experimental momentum transfer values are
shown as dashed vertical lines. For the 4d → 4f excitation, the momentum transfers correspond to the
maximum of the dipole and to an approximate maximum of the higher-order multipoles. For the 5p → 5d
transition, discussed in the next subsection, we concentrated on the maximum of the octupole (the only allowed
high-order multipole) excitations. Due to the larger spatial extents of the 5p and 5d shells compared with those
of the 4p and 4f shells, both dipolar and octupolar 5p → 5d excitations exhibit expected intensity maxima at
considerably lower momentum transfers than they do in the 4d → 4f transitions. The calculation has been
done for the free La3+ ion, so one might expect a certain amount of deviation from these results in a real solid6
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state system. Bradley et al [16] have shown that in the case of Ce, the q-dependence predicted by Cowan’s atomic
code is in good agreement with the experiment. In our case, we see that the relative strength of the octupole
versus triakontadipole transitions needs ﬁnally to be slightly scaled to match the experiment in ﬁgure 2. This is
manifested by better agreement with experiment if slightly higher values of q are used in the theory. This may be
owing to a slight but discernible modiﬁcation of the radial wave function in the solid state as compared with the
pure ionic one.
3.2. La 5p → 5d
We investigated the O2,3 edges, i.e., the 5p → 5d excitations, of La in LaPO4, with momentum transfer of
4.2 Å−1. The observed transitions obey the triangle rule 1 ⩽ k ⩽ 3, so only dipolar and octupolar transitions
could in principle be observed. As seen in ﬁgure 4, the momentum transfer used here corresponds to the
maximum for the octupolar transition, with the dipole transitions strongly suppressed.
The corresponding experimental and theoretical spectra are shown in ﬁgure 5. The agreement between
experiment and atomic multiplet theory here is not as perfect as it is for the N4,5 edges. First of all, the O shell,
being a relatively low-lying semicore shell, interacts strongly with the valence electrons such that the spectrum is
broadened into a band with an ∼0.5-eV bandwidth. In contrast with the very localized character of the 4f
orbitals, the 5d orbitals have a larger radial extent (see ﬁgure 5) and are strongly mixed with oxygen 2p and
phosphor 3p orbitals [26]. In addition, the presence of a multitude of different surface states with differing
energies causes an additional broadening of the valence spectral structures. Therefore, to obtain reasonable
agreement with the experiment, the spectrum from the multiplet calculation had to be given a 0.5-eV Lorentzian
bandwidth. This suggests that the 5p → 5d semicore excitations are more sensitive to solid-state effects than the
4d → 4f excitations.
When the Hartree–Fock value for the 5d spin-orbit interaction is used (z = 1.0), the multiplet theory also
overestimates the peak splitting. This can be an indication of a quenching of the 5d spin-orbit interaction in
LaPO4 as compared with the free La3+ ion, rendering the spectra more toward the LS coupling scheme. This is
shown in ﬁgure 5 , which presents multiplet calculations using two different values for scaling of the spin-orbit
coupling. The effect of systematic scaling of the Slater–Condon integrals (g) and of the spin-orbit interaction (z)
is shown in ﬁgure 5 as well. The best agreement is obtained by using g = 0.8 and z = 0.7 in addition to the spectral
broadening by 0.5 eV as previously described. However, the high-energy shoulder at ∼24 eV remains
unexplained. Overall, based on these results one may argue that the O2,3 spectra in LaPO4 can show different
behavior than the N4,5 spectra due to the higher sensitivity to local structure. It would be interesting to study the
semicore excitation spectra in this class of systems (e.g., bulk versus nanoparticles) more closely using XRS
[34, 35]. For instance, oxygen K-edge XAS spectra of the entire lanthanide series have revealed particle-size
effects on the oxygen–lanthanide covalent bonding [26].
One should additionally consider the effect of the crystal ﬁeld on the 5d states in the description of the
spectra. In LaPO4, the La3+ ions are nine-fold coordinated by nearest-neighbor oxygen ions, resulting in a
relatively spherical crystal ﬁeld. However, the crystal ﬁeld will mix states with different values of J. In Ce systems
(e.g., CeO2), the crystal ﬁeld parameter 10Dq ∼ 2 eV, which should have a noticable effect on the spectra.
However, the nine-fold coordination would complicate the analysis in the case of LaPO4 considerably. Indeed,
our calculations (not shown) for octahedral and tetrahedral crystal ﬁelds do not tend to improve the agreement
between experiment and theory.
3.3. Ce, Pr and Nd 4d → 4f
For CePO4, PrPO4, and NdPO4, we measured the 4d → 4f transitions only at a large momentum transfer
setting for the high-order multipoles, thus including octupole and triakontadipole transitions.
Although in the case of the La3+ N4,5 edges there are four octupole transitions (only three being visible for
practical purposes, a 3D3 excitation at 100.7 eV being much weaker than the others) and three triakontadipole
ones, the progressively ﬁlling 4f shell renders the spectra of Ce, Pr, and Nd much more complex. There are, all
told, 91 octupole and 82 triakontadipole transitions in Ce3+, 337 octupole and 367 triakontadipole transitions in
Pr3+, and ﬁnally 822 octupole and 954 triakontadipole transitions in Nd3+. The spectra were calculated using the
Hartree–Fock Slater–Condon parameters with scalings of g = 0.8 and z = 1.0. The increasing complexity is seen
clearly in the high-resolution data sets of ﬁgure 6. Agreement between the experiment and the atomic multiplet
calculations is remarkable, indicating that in these systems solid-state effects do not affect the spectra greatly in
these cases. However, as shown by Gordon et al [14], increasing hybridization, as in CeRh3, will have a profound
effect on the spectra. Within the high sensitivity of this high-resolution experiment, for the series of phosphates
studied here, the N4,5 multipole spectra do not show such effects, unlike the O2,3 edge of La in LaPO4. We found
that a similar scaling of the effective q in the multiplet calculation, demonstrated to improve the agreement
between theory and experiment in La (ﬁgure 2), does not have a remarkable effect on the agreement for Ce, Pr,
or Nd, where the agreement is already very good when the nominal value of q is used (ﬁgure 6).
7
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Figure 5. Upper panel: La 5p → 5d spectra from experiment and best-ﬁtted theory. The spectrum manifests octupolar transitions.
The Slater–Condon integrals have been scaled to 80% (g = 0.8). Spectra have been calculated using two values for 5d spin-orbit
interaction ζ5d : for the Hartree–Fock value (z = 1.0) and the value scaled by 70% (z = 0.7). Middle panel: corresponding spectra
calculated by varying z between 0 (pure LS coupling) and 1, using g = 0.8. Lower panel: corresponding spectra calculated by varying g
between 0 (pure jj-coupling) and 1, using z = 1.0. In the middle and lower the panels, the spectra have been offset vertically for clarity.

The crystal ﬁeld effects in 4d → 4f spectra of rare earths are small (<50 meV) and cannot be seen directly in the
spectral shapes. However, the multipole spectra depend strongly on the ground-state value of J, and the crystal
ﬁeld can mix states with different J. This mixing effect is seen, e.g., in resonant IXS spectra [36] since it allows
ﬁnal states that would be otherwise forbidden. Such mixing effects are not greatly manifested in our XRS spectra
since neglecting crystal ﬁeld effects is found to produce good agreement with experiment.

4. Conclusions
We report high-resolution measurements of the 4d → 4f transitions of the rare earth ion (the N4,5 absorption
edge) in LaPO4, CePO4, PrPO4, and NdPO4. We also report 5p → 5d transitions (the O2,3 edge) in LaPO4. The
method chosen was high energy resolution XRS spectroscopy. The experimental results are compared with those
8
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Figure 6. The 4d → 4f excitations, La to Nd. For La, two momentum transfer values are shown; for others, only a large momentum
transfer setting was used in order to focus on the high-order multipolar transitions. Left panels: experiment and theory. Right panels:
theory decomposed to different multipolar components (k = 1, 3, 5). The relative weights between the components k = 3 and k = 5
are indicated.

from calculations by atomic multiplet theory using Cowan’s code and, for the dipole spectrum, of LaPO4 from a
calculation using TDLDA with the FEFF code.
Agreement with the atomic multiplet calculations for the non-dipolar spectra is remarkable in the case of the
4d → 4f transitions, owing to the localized atomic character of the 4f orbitals. For the non-dipolar shallow
5p → 5d semicore excitation in LaPO4, the agreement between experiment and atomic multiplet theory is not
excellent because the 5d (possibly also 5p) shell is inﬂuenced by solid-state effects and we observe an apparent
quenching of the 5p spin-orbit interaction. The high-order multipole spectra have indeed a capability to yield
novel information about the electronic structure of rare earth compounds, and these observed effects deserve
more studies to be completely understood.
Interestingly TDLDA, which has earlier been shown to work well in the case of complex Ba compounds in
explaining the dipolar 4d → 4f excitation [4, 13], works less well here in the case of La. This is seen as the
calculation yielding a broader line shape than is observed in the experiment. This opens up the question of the
nature of the giant dipole resonance; why it behaves differently in lanthanides than in barites remains as well an
open question for future studies.
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These results give a systematic and detailed perspective of the electronic spectra of these compounds,
especially in the case of the non-dipolar excitations that we have studied with higher resolving power than has
been attainable before.
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